
Category Toy Picture Description 

Fine Motor Hammer Pegs 

 

 
A four hole wooden board with a wooden mallet for hammering practice. 
The board measures 16 x 16 x 9.3cm high and the hammer is 16cm long. 
Ages 2+ years 

Fine Motor Pound N Roll Game 
 

 

 
Children will have loads of fun by pounding the ball and watching it roll 
down. 
 
An exciting and interesting game which is great for developing a sense of 
hand/eye co-ordination. 
 
The pounding bench measures approximately 27.5 x 26 x 24cm high. 

Fine Motor Giant Pegs and 
Board 

 

 
Younger children will love to stack the 20 large pegs and let them tumble 
quietly. 
Older children can sort the pegs by colour or shape, string them, count 
them and play pattern games. 
The pegs and board are made of a flexible soft plastic which feels great 
to touch. 
Each peg measures 5cm wide. 



Fine Motor Squeeze and 
Tweeze Game 
 

 

 
Squeeze and Tweeze Game 
 
Children will dish-up dexterity as they sort and count these easy-to 
manipulate, unique game pieces developing such basic skills as colour, 
shape, and number awareness. Made from durable plastic, the largest 
bowl is 19cm in diameter. An activity guide is included. Ages 3+ years 

Fine Motor Form Fitter 

 

 
Trying to fit a circle into a square? You bet we are! With the FORM 
FITTER toy, your child will love to open and close the box spilling out the 
shapes, exploring their textures, and putting them back in. You’ll help him 
discover how to match each of the 8 shapes with its hole. Together you’ll 
learn basic and advanced shapes, he’ll hone his fine motor skills and 
both of you will love that all the shapes store easily in the cube. This toy 
also helps teach Fine Motor Skills  

Fine Motor Nuts and Bolts 
 

 

 
This fascinating Nuts and Bolts game requires a child to recreate various 
colour/shape sequences as seen on the plastic assignment cards. There 
are 8 cards, each with 4 assignments. The Nuts and Bolts game can be 
played either individually or as a group game. Excellent for developing 
colour and shape awareness as well as enhancing motor skills and 
hand/eye co-ordination. Packed in a partitioned and lidded beech box 
(contains 64 plastic pieces). Box measures 8cm x 34cm x 40cm. Ages 3+ 
years. 



Fine Motor Bee Hives 

 

Helps develop fine motor skills by matching a bee to the hive by using 

the pincer grasp or forceps. 

 

PLAYTIME IDEAS: 

* Match the bee with the hive using the pincers to grasp. 

* For advanced play, children use forceps to get the bee into the hive 

without it falling down. 

 

DEVELOPMENTAL BENEFITS: 

1. Physical Development 

* Eye-hand coordination. 

* Gross motor skill (leg muscle, hand muscle-obtained from running, 

walking and exercising). 

* Fine Motor skill. 

* Skilled and efficient in walking and balancing. 

* Agility and skilful in movement. 

2. Social Development 

* Children playing in groups.  

* Relationship within the family (parents have an involvement in playing 

with their children).  

* Practice social skill, co-exist, patience and wait.  

* Educate them about virtue, morality and social etiquette.  

* Educate them how to live in the society. 

3. Logical Thinking 

* Reasoning regarding occurrence of sound and structure.  

* Ability to think, analyse, plan and organize. 
 



Fine Motor HandiWriters (2) 
 

 

Description: The HandiWriter® & SportWriter are stretch knit bands, with a 

charm on a cord. 

 

Materials/Construction: Soft, comfortable, cotton stretch knit band, satin cord. 

The HandiWriter® has a dolphin charm, and the SportWriter has a Baseball or 

Soccer Ball charm. 

 

Instructions: The HandiWriter® is worn with the large loop around the wrist. The 

charm is held in the palm of the hand with the little and ring fingers. The thumb, 

first and middle fingers grasp a pencil and the top loop of the HandiWriter® is 

placed around the top of the pencil. This pulls the pencil back into the web of the 

hand, and forms the therapist recommended “TRIPOD GRIP”. 

Fine Motor Pencil Weight 

 

This small modification results in big sensory changes and improved 

performance. The weight slides on easily and is secured with small O-

Rings. Can be placed at the finger grasp for a larger surface or higher for 

a normal grip. Each weight weighs approximately 1.5 ounces, perfect for 

elementary students or adults.q 

Fine Motor Mini Spring Scissors 

 

Spring feature assists young children with the cutting action. 

Features blunt stainless steel blade 



Fine Motor Play dough cutters 

 

Includes 6 different animal shapes, a rolling pin and a plastic cutter. 

Fine Motor Mr Potato Head 

 

Use the silly pieces-and your imagination-to create all sorts of funny Mr. 

Potato Head looks 

 

With 3 spud bodies and almost 50 parts, there is plenty of inspiration to 

keep your creative juices flowing 

 

Includes 1 small and 2 large potato bodies and accessories 

 

Gross Motor Shape Mat with 
Bean Throws 
 

 

Use this mat (60cm square) to help children recognise shapes, colours 

and size. 



Gross  Motor Outdoor Skill Game 
 

 

Apart from 9 soft balls, the Activo game also contains 2 sets of hook-and-

loop pads for both arms and legs and for the child’s body.  Before the game 

start, the children put on these pads, ensuring that the hook-and-loop 

surfaces are on the outside.  The hook-and-loop pads and the straps with 

integrated buckles can be adapted to all sizes of children aged between 

about 4 to 12 years. 

 

The game begins as soon as the children have put on the pads.  Each child 

is given 4 balls and tries to hit the other play with them.  Of course, the 

other tries to prevent this by skilfully doding these balls.  You know 

immediately if you have managed to hit the other player because the ball 

sticks to the hook-and-loop pad on the other player.  The winner is the first 

to have used up all his balls by successfully hitting the other player.  

 

This game trains swiftness, skill and the ability to react nimbly and adroitly. 

Gross Motor Auto Pitch Batting 
Trainer 

 

Teach and develop Active Play, Social Skills and Coordination 

Includes bat and 5 balls. 

Converts from T-ball to auto pitcher. 

Gross Motor Medium Parachute 
 

 

A group activity for young and old alike. The parachutes have been 

designed for the response and rhythmic movement intrinsic to parachute 

play activities. Each parachute is made of colourful, light-weight, fire-

resistant polyester featuring very strong handles. The parachutes have a 

strong 1cm thick rope sewn into the outer edge, allowing a large number 

of people to play simultaneously. Ages 4+ years. 



Gross Motor Throw n Go 
Parachute 
 

 

This nylon parachute has 16 handles and is suitable for up to 8 players. 

The handles are sewn into the hem so that the force is not directly 

exerted onto the parachute. Measuring 290cm in diameter, it comes with 

one PVC ball. Excellent for encouraging motor and social skills. Ages 4+ 

years 

Gross Motor Yoga cards 
 

 

Introduce yoga to your students. The cards are split into three levels 

(easy, intermediate and challenging). On the front is a photograph of a 

child surrounded by a bright image. On the reverse are illustrated 

instructions. The easy-to-follow teacher guide includes stretching 

exercises and follow up activities to integrate yoga into other areas of the 

curriculum. Each card measures 22 x 28cm. Ages 4+ years 

Gross Motor Gross Motor 
Exercise Cards 

 

Develop and practice gross motor movements with bright exercise cards. 

Each card is printed on the front with a photographic action pose and on 

the back with illustrated instructions. Includes warm up exercises and 

sample routines. Cards (22 x 28cm) are sealed with a protective coating 

and have 3 challenge levels. Includes an ideas guide. Ages 3+ years 



Gross Motor PVC Clear Tunnel 
 

 

Children can be seen while they are crawling through this PVC clear 

tunnel. Great for those who might have a slight fear of dark places. The 

tunnel is 60cm in diameter and 180cm long. Multiples shown. Ages 3+ 

years 

Gross Motor Move Your Body 
Dice 
 

 

1 soft blue dice with pictures of hand, foot, arms, legs, face , and a child 

in action. 

Throw the dice, name the body part and make up a story or gesture 

using that body part. Stimulates creativity, speech and physical 

movement. 

Gross Motor Safety Scooter 
Board with Handles 
 

 

This scooter is made of a sturdy, thick, moulded plastic material and 

measures approx. 30cm square, not including handles.  

 

An ideal way for children of many strengths and abilities to practice 

balance and movement; develop bi-lateral co-ordination and kinesthetic 

awareness.  

Gross Motor Sit 'n Gym - 45cm 
 

 

The Sit'n'Gym ball has little feet to prevent them from rolling away when 

used as a sitting ball.  

 

Widely used in European kindergartens and classrooms, the Sit'n'Gym 

encourages dynamic sitting through gentle body movements that 

improves blood circulation and increasing a child's attention span which 

is conducive to better learning. It also promotes proper body alignment 

for better posture. 



Gross Motor Weplay Basic Motor 
Skills Set 

 

Weplay Basic Motor Skills Set. This group of components can be used 

separately or in combination to provide a platform for children to improve their 

physical skills. The set includes: half brick (8 pieces), brick (8 pieces), balance 

beam (4 pieces), 60cm hoop (2 pieces), 70cm pole (2 pieces), 35cm pole (2 

pieces), Clip A (4 pieces), Clip B (4 pieces) and one guide book. All is supplied in 

a storage bag which measures 60 x 80 x 14cm. Set of 34 pieces. Ages 3+ years. 

Games Dotty the Dinosaur 

 

Can you help the dotty dinosaurs to find their missing spots? Throw the 

dice to match the shapes or colours. Includes 4 dinosaur boards, 2 shape 

boards, 2 disc boards, 1 red shaker, 1 blob die,1 shape die and an 

instruction leaflet. Suitable for 2 to 4 players. Ages 3+ years 

Games What A 
Performance 
 

 

Be a star and rise to the challenge in this all-action game of fun for all the 

family! 

Can you pretend to be a monkey, make a noise like a firework or wiggle 

your ears?  If you can't, use the magic decoder and reveal your hidden 

forfeit. Fun for all the family, and great to play as teams! 

Games Shopping List 
 

 

This set includes 1x Shopping List Game (OC003) 1x Shopping List Fruit 

& Vegetable Booster Pack (OC090) and 1x Clothes Booster Pack 

(OC091). Can also be purchased separately. Ages 3+ years. 



Games Spotty Dog 
 

 

Learn to count numbers with these spotty dogs. Spin the spinner, match 

the number to the dog’s spots and see how many biscuit bones are in the 

basket. Suitable for 2 to 4 players. Ages 3+ years 

Games Yo Ho Ho! (Pirate) 
 

 

Use your memory to make up the different pirate pairs. If a pirate flag is 

turned over, do a dastardly deed and take another player’s cards! 

Games Bus Stop 

 

Throw the dice to move around the board counting passengers on and 

off your big bus. Try to be the person with the most passengers when 

you arrive at the bus station. For 2 to 4 players. Ages 4+ years 

Games What's Rubbish? 
 

 

Collect the different sorts of rubbish to put in the recycling bins, but watch 

out for the litterbug in this exciting game! 2 - 4 Players, Ages 5 - 10  



Games 3D Farm Memory 
Match-Up 

 

New updated box reflects the recyclable green that is used in groceries 

now. Contains 20 Animal Figure components, 20 cups, 1 box. Ages: 3 + 

Games Who’s Who Game  

 

Each player starts the game with a board that includes cartoon images of 

24 people and their first names with all the images standing up. The 

game starts with each player selecting a card of their choice from a 

separate pile of cards containing the same 24 images. The object of the 

game is to be the first to determine which card one's opponent has 

selected. Players alternate asking various yes or no questions to 

eliminate candidates, such as "Does this person wear glasses?" The 

player will then eliminate candidates by flipping those images down until 

all but one is left. Well-crafted questions allow players to eliminate one or 

more possible cards. 

Games Draughts  

 

Includes wooden draughtsmen and a high quality board. Age Group 6+ 

Games Junior Colorino 
Games  

 

A one player game for small children to help them learn their primary 

colours. The child basically needs to place the colour chip on the correct 

space on the board. Four different boards (sheets) are included with 

different pictures on each. One side of each board has the picture in 

colour while the other side has it in black and white. 



Games Snap for Beginners 

 

Snap For Beginners contains 160 laminated cards, divided and coded 

into two sets. Ideal for the development of pre-reading skills, the cards 

are perfect as a sorting and matching activity for children … or if you 

prefer … small groups can have lots of fun playing Snap, Fish or 

Concentration … games that will enhance their social, language, 

memory, concentration, visual recall and discrimination abilities. Thirty-

two 'trick' cards are included in each box to add an extra level of difficulty. 

Now the children need to be very careful not to 'snap' on the cards that 

are different in either size or colour!  

Games  What is the Main 
Idea? 

 

This Super Fun Deck has 120 story cards to help students learn how to 

identify the main idea in a paragraph. Each card has a short narrative 

followed by three possible choices for the main idea of the story. Players 

listen to or read the story, and then decide which choice best fits. Two 

levels of paragraphs are provided: 1) 3-4 sentences long; 2) 5-7 

sentences long. Students can self check their answers with the secret 

decoder provided. Includes answer keys and extension activities. For 

ages 8+ years. 

Games  Topic Talk 
Conversation Card 
Game  

 

TopicTalk Conversation Card Game is a fun way to help students begin a 

conversation with a specific topic, ask/answer questions about the topic, 

make comments, and/or maintain the topic for a specific. 

Games  Monster Snap  

 

A great way for young children to develop word and picture matching 

skills. 

 



Games  The Fabulous 
Memory Game for 
Aussie Kids 

 

Help your children develop problem solving and social skills through play. 

It is ideal for toddlers with no reading required.  

Games EduFun Memory 
House 

 

The child removes two covers to match pairs. This activity advances from 

matching identical pairs to matching logically linked objects. Includes 

objects, shapes, colours, number, quantities. 

Games  Social Sequence-At 
School  

 

Social Sequences-At School Develops sequencingand language skills 

Contains 12 four-card sequences covering physical education, eating 

lunch, painting a picture, writing, playing with sand, going home, and 

more inc. 48 196x138mm cards 12 write-on, wipe-off, card strips, a wipe 

off pencil and multi-language teacher`s notes containing a wealth of 

activity ideas 

Games What do you Say.. 
What do you Do.. 
At School 
A Social Skills Game 

 
 

 
 

What Do You Say….What Do You Do…At School? is a colorful, fun, 

interactive board game for teaching and reinforcing important social skills 

that students need for successful interaction with their peers, teachers, 

and parents. The social situation cards in the game target reasoning, 

inferencing, pragmatic, narrative, and conversational skills. The question 

cards emphasize typical situations that children encounter at school, as 

well as peer relationships, safety precautions, following the rules, and 

interactions with adults. The questions are open-ended, requiring 

children to problem-solve and develop their own solutions to the 

situations. Additionally, the presentation of specific social situations 

encourages children to engage in role-play. 
 

Challenge your students as they tour the school, collect tokens, 

and deal with everyday social skill situations in the classroom, 

lunchroom, school offices, related arts, playground, and around school 

areas. With almost 400 different social situations, your students will never 



play the same game twice! 2 to 6 players. 
 

Games The Socially 
Speaking Game 

 

The Socially Speaking Game teaches and reinforces important social 

skills using a variety of role-playing and problem-solving activities. 
In the Socially Speaking Game, students practice effective social 

interactions like greeting, turn-taking, eye contact, listening, compliments, 

emotions, telephoning others, showing an interest in what others are 
saying, sitting appropriately, asking and answering questions, using your 

voice effectively, developing and maintaining friendships, and 
communicating in a variety of situations (school, friend, restaurant, etc.). 
The Socially Speaking Game includes: 

 Game board, 

 100 question cards, 

 6 playing pieces, 

 24 coloured rings, 

 a die, 

 and an instructional booklet. 

Improve your students' social skills while targeting self-esteem, listening 

skills, receptive and expressive language, and problem-solving. Question 
cards address social skills in the home, at school, and in the 
community. Socially Speaking cards allow students to discuss social 

situations, emotions, and appropriate behaviours. 

 

Games  Dominoes (Toy 
Story)  

 

Includes 36 Domino cards. 

 

Learn how to match Toy Story Characters with this dominoes game. 



Games  Dominoes (Shapes 
and Colours)  

 

Dominoes Shapes and Colours develops the essential skills of matching 
and recognising shapes and colours. 
 
The game contains 28 large cards, each with two different shapes. 
Children can match the cards by their shapes or colours, or even both for 
a challenge, so it is suitable for a range of ages as well as levels of 
difficulty. By playing the game children sharpen their observation and 
problem solving skills 

Games  Lotto (Animal 
Sounds)  

 

Animal sounds lotto is not only a visual and auditory attention game.  The 

quality of the photos and the surprising nature of some animal sounds 

are excellent materials for discovering the fascinating world of animals.  

The game is based on a choice of a number of animals well-known to 

children, which helps them to become familiar with the rules of the game 

and also introduces photos of less well-known animals and entirely new 

sounds.  Using the spontaneous comments and diverse interaction that 

the game creates, numerous language, comparison, and sorting activities 

can be organised around the topic of animals. 

Games  Lotto (Sound Lotto 
of Everyday Sounds)  

 

These listening activities aim at developing children’s auditory sensitivity, 

discrimination and memory. 

Educational objectives – 

 Listen to and identify everyday sounds. 

 Memorise sounds and noises and associate them with an image. 

 Sensitize children to reading, which is learnt through listening to 

syllables and phonemes. 

 Building vocabulary. 

Games Let’s Predict Fun 
Deck 

 

It's time to look into the future and talk about what will happen… after the 

little girl swings at the baseball… when the little boy digs a hole… once 

the elephant stands on the small stool. These are samples of the 56 

different scenes you'll find in this enjoyable Let's Predict Fun Deck. The 

many language possibilities are endless because you receive 56 open-

ended scenes! Cards measure 2 ½" x 3 ½" and are stored in a sturdy 

storage tin. 



Games Social Inferences 
Fun Deck 

 

Social Inferences Fun Deck with Super Duper Secret Decoder has 63 

social story cards to help students improve their inference-making skills. 

Students listen to/read the stories and choose the answer that represents 

a logical inference. There are three social skills sections. 
 

Section I – (cards #1–21) asks the student  

to make an inference about the character’s personality based on 

 his/her behaviour in the scene. 

Section II – (cards #22–43) asks the student to infer how the  

character in the scene is feeling. 

Section III – (cards #44–63) asks the student to identify the  

appropriate/inappropriate behaviour the character is displaying in  

the scene. 
 

Games Understanding 
Inferences Fun Deck 

 

Inferencing is now more interesting—thanks to the Understanding 

Inferences Fun Deck! Motivate students to boost reasoning skills with 

these colorful and clever illustrations and situations. Craving variety? The 

52-card deck sports eight different types of cards for an endless array of 

activities. Also includes six bonus cards for game variations and two 

content/game idea cards. Cards measure 2 ½" x 3 ½" and are stored in a 

sturdy storage tin. 

Imaginative Play Birthday Cake  

 

This sweet birthday cake with candles cuts into 6 pieces (attached with 

velcro)!  

Imaginative Play Figure of 8 Train Set  

 

Designed to inspire and educate young minds, there are endless 

playtime possibilities. Includes an engine and three carriages plus 

freestanding wooden houses, figures, cars, signs and trees. Consists of 

40 play pieces. 



Imaginative Play  Soft Poseable 
Families x3 

 

These adorable multiethnic dolls are squeezably soft…and fully 

poseable! The dolls feature big, specially designed feet, so they easily 

stand on their own…plus bendable arms, legs and torsos that children 

can pose in lots of realistic positions. Ages 3-6 

Available in: White, Asian and Black 

Imaginative Play Big Doctors Case 
Play Set 

 

This large doctor’s case provides all the ‘pretend’ instruments a doctor 

needs. 

Includes a stethoscope, syringe, ear mirror, doctor’s hammer, 

thermometer, plaster, scissors, tweezers, powder bottle and a name 

badge. Ages 3+ 

 
Imaginative Play 

 
Pretend Bake N’ 
Play 

 

All the necessities needed for baking!  

Includes: 4 flat bowls, 4 bowls, 3 rectangle plates, 6 cupcakes, 6 cake 

slices, timer, salt and pepper shakers, cake tray, 12 cookies, 8 cookie 

play dough cutters, 6 chocolate cake pieces, sieve, casserole dish with 

lid, measuring jug, hand blender, rolling pin, 3 big spoons, knife, pastry 

cutter, cake server, spatula, measuring spoons and long blue spoon 

Imaginative Play Fruit and 
Vegetables with 
Tray 

 

* These nutritional fruits and vegetables come with a tray and knife for 

children to enjoy cutting them. 

* The set includes an apple, pear, lemon, orange, banana, cucumber, 

mushroom and carrot. 

* It encourages children to role play different characters as well as 

stimulating their imagination. 



Imaginative Play Design and Drill 
Activity Centre 

 

Children will love using this drill centre to create their own designs, or to 

follow the sets activity cards to make pictures and patterns, from trains 

and boats to flowers and fish. Just snap any one of the drill bits into the 

power drill or the screwdriver handle, grab a handful of big bolts and turn 

on the learning fun. Includes 20 activity cards, a power drill and 120 big 

bolts. Drill requires 3 x AA batteries (not included). Ages 3+ years 

Imaginative Play People Who Help 
Us Puppets (Set of 
9) 

 

Children can learn from an early age the importance community workers 

play in our society. This set includes 9 puppets in assorted occupations. 

Each puppet is 28cm. Ages 3+ years 

Imaginative Play Three Little Pigs 
(Finger Puppets Set 
of 5) 

 

These 5 finger puppets are ideal for bringing new life to story telling of 

the Three little pigs. 

Set includes: wolf, mother pig and first, second and third little pig.Tallest 

puppet 10cm. 

Ages 3+ years 



Imaginative Play Humpty Dumpty 
(Finger Puppets Set 
of 5) 

 

This Humpty Dumpty Puppet is ideal for bringing new life to the story of 

Humpty Dumpty. 

Imaginative Play Goldilocks and the 
Three Bears (Finger 
Puppets Set of 5) 

 

These 5 finger puppets are ideal for bringing new life to the story of 

Goldilocks and the three bears. Set includes: Goldilocks, mother, father 

and baby bear.Tallest bear puppet 10cm. 

Imaginative Play 5 Little Ducks 
(Fingerplay)  

 

Beautifully made Mother Duck hand puppet and 5 duckling finger 

puppets. Help to bring the story to life and give children the opportunity to 

re-enact the events. Ages 3+ years. 

Imaginative Play Food Assortment 
with Utensils   

 

Food Included: 1 corn, 2 bananas, 1 chicken, 2 drumsticks, 2 oranges, 2 

pears, 2 apples, 1 icecream, 3 strawberries, 5 chips, 1 bunch green 

grapes, 1 bunch purple grapes, 1 asparagus, 1 pizza slice, 1 egg, 2 

bacon slices, 1 bread slice, 1 butter pat, 1 meat patty, 1 cake, 1 

meringue, 1 donut, 1 bunch bananas, 1 hot dog sausage, 1 hot dog roll, 

1 salami 

 

Utensils Included: 4 cups, 1 salt, 8 large plates, 4 small plates, 2 bowls, 1 

jug, 1 jug lid, 1 mug, 1 beaker, 1 saucepan, 1 frypan, 7 spoons, 7 forks, 6 

knives, 1 pizza cutter, 1 egg flip, 1 large spoon 

 



Imaginative Play Fruit Set (24 Pieces 
in Bag) 

 

Includes: 2 rockmelon pieces, 2 oranges, 2 mandarins, 2 grapefruit, 2 

watermelon pieces, 2 lemons, 2 apples, 2 bananas, 2 pears, 2 

pineapples, 2 bunches of grapes and 2 figs   

Imaginative Play Vegetable Set (24 
Pieces in Bag)  

 

Includes: 2 corn, 2 carrot, 2 cucumbers, 2 tomatoes, 2 mushrooms, 4 

lettuce, 2 potato, 2 eggplants, 1 garlic, 1 cabbage, 1 capsicum, 1 pepper 

and 1 fennel 

Imaginative Play The Very Hungry 
Caterpillar Kit  

 

Stuffed fabric figures, to be used with the Storytelling Apron or a 

flannelboard, accompany the book about a small caterpillar who eats 

himself through a great amount of food, then falls asleep in his cocoon to 

awaken as a butterfly. Includes little caterpillar, large caterpillar, cocoon, 

butterfly, 4 strawberries, 5 oranges, 2 pears, 3 plums, 1 apple, 2 leaves, 

1 food assortment. 

Designed to help students develop oral language, story sequencing, and 

early literacy skills. 

 

Imaginative Play Wooden People  

 

Children will love to play with this set of wooden figures representing 

European, African and Oriental families. Each family has 8 members and 

represents 3 generations. Each figure is made from tropical hardwood 

and is hand painted. Figure height 9 - 10cms. Age: 3+ 



Imaginative Play Go Away Big Green 
Monster Puppet  

 

Kids will actually enjoy bringing this monster to life! Our kit features a 

“blank” monster puppet, plus lots of creepy facial features that stick to the 

puppet like magic. Cloth puppet and 8 stick-on pieces. 

Music & Baby 
Toddler Toys 

Percussion Set 

 

A large 17-piece percussion set containing various instruments for the 
whole classroom. 
It includes a tambourine, a headless tambourine, a xylophone with two 
mallets, a double tone block with mallet, a tone block with mallet, a 
handle castanet, a pair of hand bells, a triangle with striker, a pair of 
plastic maracas, a pair of bells, a pair of cymbals, a jingle stick, handle 
bells, and 4 pairs of plastic castanets. 
Supplied in a carry case so children & teachers can transport the 
instruments anywhere. 
The carry case is also great for storage. You can quickly see what items 
are missing. 
Children playing with musical instruments creates a fun & happy 
atmosphere as well as allowing children to participate. 
Music allows children to express themselves, helps with counting and 
learning in a fun and musical way. 

Music Metallophone in 
Wooden Box 

 

This metallophone produces various different sounds and measures 45.5 

x 29.5 x 14.5cm. Supplied in a container with two mallets. Ages 3+ years 

 

Music  Waist Bells  

 

A fun way to make music. Attaches with Velcro around the child's waist 

for them to jiggle and move to music. 



Baby/Toddler 
Toys 

Pop Up Farm 

 

A wonderful exploration exercise where children learn about the typical 

animals found on a farm. It features a chicken, sheep, horse and cow as 

pop-up animals. As the child presses, turns and twists he or she will be 

building fine motor skills and having fun as the colourful animals pop up 

to corresponding action. It measures approximately 35.6 x 8.9 x 20cm 

high. Ages 9+ months  

Baby/Toddler 
Toys 

Light Up Learning 
Phone  

 

The Light-up Learning Phone features a removable handset, fun 

recording feature and real phone sound effects. Teaches numbers and 

basic number concepts through fun games. Introduces ten familiar 

professions and their characteristics through phone call role-play, and 

even calls back to the base unit from the handset! Use the number 

setting feature to program in a personal number with corresponding face 

graphic and voice message so your child can learn the number through 

repetition.  

Baby/Toddler 
Toys 

Pop Up Surprise Ball 

 

Lots of flashing lights and lively music help stimulate baby’s senses and 

large easy to press animal character buttons are featured around the 

ball’s surface to help develop fine motor skills. Press the animal buttons 

to hear their names, lots of fun responses and cool sound effects. 

Baby/Toddler 
Toys 

The Hungry Pelican 
(Bath Toy)   

 

Comes with 4 cute sea creatures. Water and seafood all come down 

through his tummy. Great for training baby’s fine motor skills through 

repetition. 



Baby/Toddler 
Toys 

Musical Inch Worm 

 

 
Inch for inch, you’ll be hard presses to find a more entertaining baby toy 
than the Musical Inchworm Baby Toy from Lamaze!  This soft inchworm 
not only measures baby up to 24” with the underside of its belly, but also 
provides sensory fun!  It’s comprised of a multi-coloured and multi-
designed segmented boy to stimulate baby.  But the big surprise comes 
when an adult helps to squeeze the Inchworm’s head – he plays “If 
You’re Happy and You Know It Clap Your Hands” to baby’s delight!  Sure 
to melt any baby’s heart with music!  Measures 2.75” x 24”L x 4.5”W. 

 

Baby/Toddler 
Toys 

First Mirror 

 

The Lamaze First Mirror features bright-coloured fabric. High-quality, 

unbreakable baby-safe mirror. Soft wedge supports baby during tummy 

time. Features flexible adapter straps to attach to crib or stroller. 

Understanding 
Emotions & 
Sensory 
Processing  

Mr and Miss Face 
Felt Activity Kits 

 

This kit has been especially designed to help children explore emotions, 

feelings and facial expressions. 

Miss Face measures 50 x 70cm and can be used as a wall hanging or 

table top activity and comes with 22 velcro attachable pieces. 

Children can change the eyes, eyebrows and mouth around to make her 

happy, sad, angry or funny.Hair or jewellery can also be added to give 

her a new look. 

Mr Face measures 50 x 70cm. 

Ages 3+ years 



Understanding 
Emotions & 
Sensory 
Processing 

Emotions Cubes 

 

Two cubes include six photographs each of multicultural faces 

expressing different emotions (12 faces total), while the other two cubes 

are printed with emotion words 

 

Understanding 
Emotions & 
Sensory 
Processing 

Feelings and 
Emotions Cards 

 

These 50 durable cards have a photographic image on one side and 

activities for enquiry in class, group/talk-partner discussion or circle time 

on the other. Story starters on the reverse will encourage thinking and 

development ion key social and emotional aspects of learning 

Understanding 
Emotions & 
Sensory 
Processing 

Hands are Not For 
Hitting Picture Book 

 

Children learn that violence is never okay, that they can manage their 

anger and other strong feelings, and that they’re capable of positive, 

loving actions—like playing, making music, learning, counting, helping, 

taking care, and much more. Includes a special section for adults with 

activities and discussion starters. 



Understanding 
Emotions & 
Sensory 
Processing 

What’s Inside? (Soft 
Feely Box) 

 

Little ones can’t wait to get their hands inside this adorable box…and find 

out exactly what’s inside! The soft, machine-washable box is packed with 

10 different sensory objects for kids to feel and explore—like a pretty 

butterfly with crinkly wings, a cute lion with a corduroy coat, a shiny frog 

for tots to squeak and more. Plus, a big 4" opening on top makes it extra-

easy for tots to reach right in and feel around! Box is 7". 

Understanding 
Emotions & 
Sensory 
Processing 

Voice Changer 

 

Sound like someone completely different with this electronic voice 

changer! 

Understanding 
Emotions & 
Sensory 
Processing 

Kidz Ear Muffs 

 
 

Protect your children’s sensitive young ears from high decibel (dB) 

noises at events such as car races, music concerts, air shows, fireworks 

displays or any high volume noise areas. 



Puzzles House Pets Puzzles  

 

Each one of these sturdy wooden puzzles is vibrantly coloured to provide 

lots of interest. The set includes four wooden 12-piece jigsaw puzzles 

each depicting a beloved house pet -- a fish, a dog, a cat and a bird. 

Puzzles Large Shapes Knobs 
Puzzle 

 

This shape-themed puzzle starts with the basics — circle, triangle, 

square — and finishes with the impressive 8-sided octagon. Each familiar 

shape is brightly coloured in kid-friendly tones. A thick, bold outline helps 

kids clearly identify (and count) shape sides. This extra thick wooden 

puzzle includes eight pieces, with jumbo wooden knobs for easy 

grasping. Full-colour, matching pictures appear underneath each piece. 

Puzzle play helps develop visual perception, eye-hand coordination, logic 

and problem solving skills. 

Puzzles  Shape Concept 
House Knob Puzzle 

 

This Shape Concept House pictures puzzle has 8 pieces. Invite children 

to investigate colour and everyday objects. The single pieces are 

different shapes and sizes to expand the challenge. 



Puzzles Body Parts Puzzle  

 

A puzzle to help children learn the names of various body parts and 

clothing.  

This puzzle box contains 28 self correcting puzzles, 6 sets of Mix & 

Match cards and an activity guide. It helps develop the ability to identify 

and name different body parts, understand the functions of major body 

parts and helps establish the importance of clothes to protect the body 

during weather changes.  

Develops imagination, coordination, visual learning and enhances 

memory skills.  

Puzzles Macro Domino 
Circuit 

 

Macro Domino Circuit offers you three games in which the funthey 

provide becomes an educational entertainment.  The pieces are 

designed so that they can be used as dominoes, a car race circuit and 

even as a matching puzzle. 

Puzzles Matching Colours 
and Word Puzzle 

 

Puzzle to help teach colours. 

Numeracy/ 
Maths/ 
Sorting 

Three Bear Family 
Sort Pattern and 
Play Set 

 

This versatile set is brimming with bears! Develop early math skills with a 
variety of colorful bear manipulatives, including 96 Three Bear Family® 
Counters in six rainbow colors, six rainbow-colored sorting bowls, 2" 
color cube, number cube, 16 pattern cards, 12 double-sided activity 
cards and bear game spinner. Packaged in a convenient plastic storage 
tub with carrying handle. 

 

 



Numeracy/ 
Maths/ 
Sorting 

Shapes Bean Bags 

 

Time to “shape up” with these toss and throw bean bags! 

Numeracy/ 
Maths/ 
Sorting 

Magnetic Australian 
Money 

 

Large and easy to handle for even the littlest fingers! This set of magnetic 

Australian money makes for a great learning resource.  

Includes: 2 x $100, 2 x $50, 4 x $20, 4 x $10, 6 x $5, 7 x $2, $1, 50c, 20c 

10c and 5c  

Numeracy/ 
Maths/ 
Sorting 

Money Lotto Game  

 

Learn about our Australian currency and have fun along the way with this 

great Money Lotto game. Designed to assist children develop invaluable 

money skills and support them in their recognition of Australian coins. 

Game includes: 4 x durable mats (50 H x 33cm W), 40 x cards, 36 x 

large counters and an assortment of plastic Australian money. 

Numeracy/ 
Maths/ 
Sorting 

Pizza Fraction Fun 

 

Time to make a pizza!  This clever game teaches fraction concepts and 

skills using slices of pizza to identify fraction denominations.  Children 

play seven different games to practice identifying fractions, matching 

fraction equivalents and performing fraction addition and subtraction by 

building pizzas.  Game includes 13 double-sided pizzas (one side shows 

fractions) and three double-sided spinners providing different levels of 

learning.  For 2-6 players.  



Numeracy/ 
Maths/ 
Sorting 

Measuring Balance 

 

This set of measuring scales has durable, removable 500ml buckets that 

are clear and feature a measurement scale on the side that measures in 

100ml increments. The junior balance also comes with 24 teddy bear 

weights in 4 assorted colours and a variety of masses, it measures 37 x 

12 x 14cm. A great set of weights for students to compare, estimate, 

measure and record the masses of different objects and describes how 

different objects weigh different amounts. 

Numeracy/ 
Maths/ 
Sorting 

Telling Time Bingo 

 

Practice telling time in quarter-hour increments. Learners match time to 

clock faces. Unique, 6-way format adapts to a variety of skill levels, and 

is a fun learning supplement for small groups or the entire class. Also 

ideal for learners with disabilities and anyone learning English. Set 

includes 36 playing cards, 264 chips, caller's mat and cards, and a sturdy 

storage box. Ages 6 & up 

Numeracy/ 
Maths/ 
Sorting 

Shapes Discovery 
Boxes 

 

Tots just open up our inviting boxes…and get a super-appealing 

introduction to basic shapes! Each 5"-tall box contains 4 irresistible items 

that share the same shape, including a labeled beanbag, an abstract 

shape and 2 everyday objects. Tots explore shapes one at a time as they 

open up the boxes to discover a round cookie, a triangular pizza slice 

and more! 4 surface-washable vinyl boxes and 16 shapes. 

 



Numeracy/ 
Maths/ 
Sorting 

Shape Stand and 
Shapes 

 

Each rod holds 6 shapes. 

There are 9 different geometrical shapes in 6 bright colours. 

The stand measures 24cm square. 

Ages 5+ years 

Numeracy/ 
Maths/ 
Sorting 
 

Student Timers (x4) 

 

Perfect for helping children prepare for timed school tests—or for turning 

learning into a fast-paced game! Our easy-to-use timer counts both 

backward and forward—so children can see how fast they can complete 

their math drills, time their reading speed and more. Timer measures 2 

1/2" in diameter. 

Numeracy/ 
Maths/ 
Literacy 

Clock 

 

Learn to tell the time with this big clock. 

Numeracy/ 
Maths/ 
Sorting 

Balloons and Rings 
Game 

 

Kids can stack the rings up onto the posts according to colour sequence. 

It is great for counting activities, colour recognition, matching and 

sequence. 

Also helps with hand/eye co-ordination. 

The wooden box measures 45.2 x 26.8 x 4.5cm high. 

Colours may vary. 

Ages 3+ years 



Numeracy/ 
Maths/ 
Sorting 

Positions Match Me 
Game 

 

Plays like Lotto! Young learners quickly build matching and memory skills 

as they play award-winning Match Me® Games. Two-sided game boards 

facilitate growing skills and keep kids engaged. Pieces are extra sturdy 

for learning fun. 1 to 8 players gain an understanding of 16 position 

concepts by matching words and easy-to-identify position photographs. 

Game plays 3 ways in an easy-to-follow format. Two-sided game boards 

for multiple skill level play. 48 game pieces and sturdy storage box 

included. 

Numeracy/ 
Maths/ 
Sorting 

Calendar Modular 
Flip Charts 

 

Calendar Modular Flip Charts Snap together the 5 modules in this unique 

calendar for a fun, versatile way to display the calendar and daily 

weather. It’s the perfect interactive calendar display. Incorporate the 

calendar into your daily routine with modules that reinforce the months of 

the year, the days of the week, the date, and year. A fifth “weather” 

module includes colorful illustrations of weather scenarios including 

sunny, cloudy, rainy, windy, and more. 

Numeracy/ 
Maths/ 
Sorting 

Thomas & Friends 
Interactive Flash 
Cards – Numbers 

 

Children will have fun playing with Thomas & Friends while developing 

their visual literacy and numeracy skills.  Encourage your child to: 

 

 Build numeracy and promote numerical activities 

 Play numbers games 

 Discover varied number patterns 

 Stimulate their imagination and increase their general knowledge 

 

This box contains 15 interactive two-sided Thomas & Friends flash cards, 

written and created with teachers.  The set includes a parent guide with 

fun skill-building activities. 



Numeracy/ 
Maths/ 
Sorting 

Go Diego Go 
Interactive Flash 
Cards – Numbers 

 

Kids will have fun playing with Diego and his friends while developing 

visual literacy and numeracy skills. 

 

 Build numeracy and promote numerical activities 

 Play numbers games 

 Discover varied number patterns 

 Stimulate kids’ imagination and increase their general knowledge 

 

This box contains 30 interactive slide panels, written and created with 

teachers.  The set includes a parent guide with fun skill-building activities. 

Numeracy/ 
Maths/ 
Sorting 

Numbers and 
Puzzles Activity and 
Workbook plus 
Interactive 
Multimedia CD-Rom 

 

Developed in conjunction with Australian and New Zealand school 

curricula guidelines, Numbers and Puzzles is a highly interactive 

underwater adventure where young minds have fun exploring and 

learning all about early number concepts.  Lively games and puzzles 

captivate and teach counting, sorting, matching, patterning and much 

more. 

Literacy/ 
Language/ 
Communication 

My Body  
Slide & Learn 
Interactive Flash 
Cards 

 

Slide and Learn Flash Cards are a fun way for your child to develop 

visual literacy and numeracy skills in early childhood years. 

 Learn to recognise parts of the body 

 Learn correlation between body parts and their functions 

 Develop classification skills 

 Build word recognition and vocabulary 

This box contains 15 interactive cards created with early childhood 

experts and teachers ad tested with children.  Includes a parent guide 

with fun skill-building activities. 

Literacy/ 
Language/ 
Communication 

Shapes & Colours 
Slide & Learn 
Interactive Flash 
Cards 

 

Slide and Learn Flash Cards are a fun way for your child to develop 

visual literacy and numeracy skills in early childhood years. 

 Build recognition of colours and geometric shapes 

 Build word recognition and vocabulary 

 Improve hand coordination 

 Develop understanding of colour blends 

This box contains 15 interactive cards created with early childhood 



experts and teachers ad tested with children.  Includes a parent guide 

with fun skill-building activities 

Literacy/ 
Language/ 
Communication  

Lowercase lacing 
Alphabet Set  

 

This colourful set of 260 lower case lacing letters with 15 rainbow-

coloured laces builds fine motor skills while encouraging letter 

recognition and early spelling. Sort by letter or colour, string together 

simple words, or chooses an activity from the included activity guide. 

Supplied in a handy plastic tub. Tallest letter is 2.5cm in height. Each 

lace is 63cm long. 3+ 

Literacy/ 
Language/ 
Communiaction 

Alphabet Bean Bags  

 

Bean bags are a great gross motor toy for children. They teach self-

control, coordination, direction, and manipulation of the body. They are 

also useful as a tactile or fidget toy, especially for children with Autism / 

ASD, with the small beads providing sensory stimulation. Special needs 

children can particularly benefit with repeated practice using beanbags. 

Literacy/ 
Language/ 
Communiaction 

Lowercase Tactile 
Letters  

 

Help students reinforce letter identification and formation by seeing the 

letter (visual), touching the felt surface (tactile), and tracing the letters 

shape (kinesthetic). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Literacy/ 
Language/ 
Communication 

Magnetic 
Lowercase Learning 
Letters 

 

This is an ideal resource to support the teaching of high frequency words 

and sentence construction, for example, creating sentences, ordering 

mixed up sentences, completing sentences with missing words, 

sentences openers, connectives and punctuation. The raised wooden 

tiles are easy to handle, magnetic and lacquered for easy cleaning and 

durability. Kit includes 6 sets of high frequency words, 361 tiles in total, 

supplied in a plastic container. 

Literacy/ 
Language/ 
Communiaction 

More Magnetic 
Words 

 

Students will recognize and reads words, identify parts of speech and 

use them appropriately and create/punctuate sentences. 

Includes: 

 46 red noun tiles 

 51 blue verb tiles 

 45 green adjective tiles 

 49 yellow tiles (pronouns, prepositions, conjunctions, articles, 

adverbs, and punctuation marks) 

Literacy/ 
Language/ 
Communiaction 

Mind Your Manners 
Language Cards  

 

Mind Your Manners cards help kids learn to distinguish between correct 

and incorrect behavior at an early age. 



Literacy/ 
Language/ 
Communiaction 

Three-Letter Words 
Puzzle Cards  

 

Can you make a cow? It's as simple as combining 3 letters. C-o-w! 

Imagine the joy your child will have building simple words by piecing 

together pictures. It's 36 fun puzzles: three cards make one picture; one 

picture makes one 3-letter word. These Puzzle Cards help little ones 

learn letters and words to get them ready for reading. 

Literacy/ 
Language/ 
Communication 

Eye Spy Bag 

 

Colorful, cozy fleece bags each contain 50 objects for hours of creative, 
open-ended activity time. Stain-resistant fabric offers pleasant tactile 
input. Attached write on/wipe off laminated card lists the objects in the 
bag. Language Development Bag. Use the variety of shapes and colors 
to engage users in conversation and vocabulary practice while working 
on concepts such as same/different, sequencing, ordinal numbers, 
prepositions, and antonyms. For ages 4+ 

 

Literacy/ 
Language/ 
Communiaction 

Matching and 
Sequencing Flip 
Book  

 

Enhances learning skill sets. These hands on activities are a great way 

for children to increase involvement in the learning process. Children can 

flip and turn as they learn with Eureka Manipulative Flip Books. Each 

spiral-bound tablet contains ten segmented pages that allow for an 

endless combination of words and pictures. 

Literacy/ 
Language/ 
Communication 

Look Who’s 
Listening  

 
 

The auditory memory, integration, and discrimination game.  



Literacy/ 
Language/ 
Communication 

What’s That 
Rhyme? Sorting 
Houses 

 

Kids master rhyming sounds as they match word tiles to our adorable 

houses…and drop them in! Each sturdy chipboard house has a word 

printed on front, with a cute picture clue that helps kids identify the 

rhyming sound. Children just find the illustrated tiles that match the 

rhyme on each house…then slip them through the window to sort them 

into their “homes.” When kids are done, they can open the magnetic roof 

to take out the tiles—and check their answers against the words printed 

on back! Ten 4 3/8" houses and 50 chipboard sorting tiles. 

Literacy/ 
Language/ 
Communication 

Action Reaction 

 

Each time look for two pictures that are related to each other and 

describe the differences.  Look for the details that connect them both in 

the mother image.  Use your imagination and make a nice story!  Put 

each step into words:  Who? What? When? Why?  Also suitable for 

therapeutical purposes. 

Literacy/ 
Language/ 
Communication 

There was an old 
lady Doll 

 

This soft hand puppet comes complete with 7 bean-filled animals. 

These include: a horse, a cat, a cow, a spider, a dog, a mosquito and a 

bird. 

Share out the animals. 

Tell the story. 

When an animal is mentioned, the child who has it calls for the doll and 

feeds it into her mouth. 

The doll is approximately 30cm tall. 

Colours and contents may vary. 

Ages 3+ years 



Literacy/ 
Language/ 
Communication 

Action Words 

 

A fun way to learn verbs. An exciting word-picture matching game in 

which children associate action words (verbs) with attractive pictures 

related to their favourite daytime activities. This easy to use, self 

checking game is sure to enhance vocabulary and language skills. 

Contains 50 large pieces. 

Literacy/ 
Language/ 
Communication 

Who does not 
belong? 

 

A set of appealing cards with bright pictures. Choose the odd one out. 

Great for use in ABA programs. 

Literacy/ 
Language/ 
Communication 

What’s different? 

 

A game, designed specifically to develop the child’s visual discrimination, 

powers of observation, logical thinking, story telling skills and enhances 

vocabulary. The cards are divided into 17 pairs - an A piece and a B 

piece. From any one set that child needs to identify the differences which 

could be in shape, size or a change in a shape or its presence. Answers 

provided. 

Literacy/ 
Language/ 
Communication 

What’s Missing? 

 

A challenging game for sharpening observation skills, concentration and 

verbal expression. Seventeen pairs of graded and numbered cards, each 

pair consisting of one complete reference card and one card with five 

items missing. Requires children to test their observation skills. 



Literacy/ 
Language/ 
Communication 

Opposites – 
Interactive Flash 
Cards 

 

Kids will have fun playing with Dora and her friends while developing 

visual literacy and numberacy skills. 

 

 Extend vocabulary and develop concrete concepts 

 Build word recognition and comparison skills 

 Develop writing and spelling skills 

 Apply logic, reasoning and strategies 

 

This box contains 30 interactive slide panels, written and created with 

teachers.  The set includes a parent guide with fun skill-building activities. 

Literacy/ 
Language/ 
Communication 

What’s Wrong 
Cards? 

 

What's wrong is a fun picture lotto game. 24 wrong pictures on four 

playing boards to be matched with the right picture cards. The game has 

been designed to help develop observation skills, identification of 

mistakes, enhance problem solving skills and assist with verbal 

expression. 

Literacy/ 
Language/ 
Communication 

Phonics Flipper 1 

 

Helps to sound out and make words by finding the correct letters. 30 

words and matching picture cards. Can also make 67 additional words 

with no pictures. 



General 
Knowledge 

Wild Animals Felt 
Pieces 

 

A colourful set of felt motifs which are ideal for imaginative play, topic 

work and displays. Each piece has Velcro on the back so that it can 

easily be attached to a teaching board or backcloth. 

General 
Knowledge 

Farm Animals Felt 
Pieces 

 

A colourful set of felt motifs which are ideal for imaginative play, topic 

work and displays. Each piece has Velcro on the back so that it can 

easily be attached to a teaching board or backcloth. 

General 
Knowledge 

Land Transport Felt 
10 pcs 

 

A colourful set of felt motifs which are ideal for imaginative play, topic 

work and displays. Each piece has Velcro on the back so that it can 

easily be attached to a teaching board or backcloth. 



General 
Knowledge 

Community Helpers 
Felt 

 

A set of hard working men and women with the tools and clothes to let 

you explore many different careers. 

General 
Knowledge 

World Play Mat 

 

Play depicting a map of the world; Comes with a set of wooden animals. 

General 
Knowledge 

All About Animals 
Photo Library 

 

Children get and up close look at lots of amazing animals – with striking 

full colour photocards for each one. 

Perfect for pocket charts and learning centres, this giant library features 

over 170 photo cards with the name of each animal on front and 

interesting facts on the back… 

Plus handy sorting cards that help children group animals into simple 

categories. 

There are over 200 cards, each measuring 11 x 15cm, in a tabbed 

storage box. 

Ages 5+ years 

 

 

 



General 
Knowledge 

Magformers Classic 
Set (124 pieces)  

 

Allows your child to exercise great imagination and creativity in building 
with classic colour combinations of Yellow/Blue or Red/Purple! 
This award winning, patented set is made of high quality 
magnets that always attract and never repel, making the building 
process easy to put together. An excellent starter set for beginners, 
this Classic Set will enable your child to build appealing uniform 
structures. Build a ball, a house, a building, a star or even a microphone! 
Cubes and pyramids are also favourite basic structures to create using 
the square and triangle shapes in this set.  
Ages 6+ 

 

General 
Knowledge 

Animals and People 
Sets (Wooden) 

 

This set of wooden people and wooden animals contains 90 wooden 

pieces. All of these block play people and animals are made from 

environmentally friendly, and sustainable rubber wood. The contents of 

this kit may vary, please see the kit components tab on our website for 

more information. Suitable for children from the age of 3 years. 

 

Available: Farm, Wild and Australian animal sets and Black, White and 

Asian people sets  

General 
Knowledge 

Mini Chubbies 
Bucket 

 

Contains 16 pieces of mini Chubies, Bucket size = 4lt Vehicla Size 7 cm, 

Ages 1 + years 



General 
Knowledge 

Giant Dental Care 
and Toothbrush 

 

With these jumbo-sized teeth and toothbrush, it’s easy to demonstrate 

good oral hygiene to students! The teeth are connected to a large flexible 

wire allowing the giant toothbrush to access those hard-to-reach areas. 

From molar-to-molar, teeth measure 16cm across and the toothbrush is 

36cm long. 

Ages 4+ years 

General 
Knowledge 

You Are What You 
Eat Big Book 

 

This colourful big book shows the importance of eating correctly. 

The 16 page book measures 36 x 50cm. 

Ages 5+ years 

General 
Knowledge 

Occupations Photo 
Cards 

 

A picture can paint a thousand words, and using these photos in a variety 

of activities can help stimulate the development of both oral and written 

language skills. Set includes 68 two-sided cards that vividly illustrate 

working men and women in a variety of occupations and careers. Each 

card measures 15.2 x 20.3cm. Supplied with a teacher’s guide. Not all 

cards are illustrated. Ages 5+ years 

 


